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Schelbert: Swiss Sasha Dolls Visit the United States

m.
Swiss Sasha Dolls Visit the United States
Leo Schelbert
Dolls - : Their impact on children, their being a mirror image of a given society's
values and sense of beauty, - few would dispute their importance. Are they not a kind of
secular counterpart of the Holy Child, of the seasonally clothed and beautifully sculpted
Madonna or Saint in shrines of pilgrimage, are they not shadows of deeply engraven
archetypes in the depth of the human psyche? One of the great doll makers is Sasha
Morgenthaler (1893-1975), born von Sinner, who grew up in Bern, worked in Zurich, and
counted among her life-long friends and promoters Paul Klee (1879-1940), besides Pablo
Picasso perhaps the most imaginative painter reflecting the sensibilities, anxieties, and
aspirations of the twentieth century. It was Paul Klee who enabled Sasha Morgenthaler to
attend the Academy for the Arts in Geneva, to spend a year of study with the painter Cuno
Amiet, to enter the Holoshi-School in Munich, and to meet not only painters such as Franz
Marc and Vassily Kandinsky, but also composers such as Othmar Schoeck and Arthur
Honegger and writers such as Hermann Hesse.
In 1916 Sasha von Sinner married Ernst Morgenthaler, and by 1924 they had three
children. She disliked the dolls and playthings one could buy in stores and thus began to
create her own. "I tried to realize my dreams," she wrote in an autobiographical sketch,
and since then I am driven to create human dolls which children can love
because they have a vivid expression. It is the play of asymmetry in the
proportions which transmits the vivid expression. An asymmetrical structure
of the doll, which must form a unity however, is the foundation for the variety
of expressive possibilities.
("Lebenslauf," Puppenmuseum).
Yet Sasha Morgenthaler was not only an accomplished artist, but also a person of
social commitment. In 1934, after a visit to North Africa and a three year stay in Paris, she
attended the school for midwives in Basel which increased her own social concern. She was
a humanitarian who, during World II, established the Women's auxiliary that
brought refugee children into Switzerland and found safe homes for them.
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She also showed her interest in children through her sensitive portrayals of the
ragged children of North Africa, Swiss farm children and Kinder aus al/er
Welt (Children of All the World).
(D. Osborne, p. l 0)
Her dolls were to become world famous. Americans, intrigued by the artistic power of
Morgenthaler' s creations, hold an annual Sasha Doll Festival in the United Sta~. Since 1991
participants also hold a Children's Fund Auction in conjunction with the event at which doll
makers present Sasha dolls they have clothed with authentic garments and which are to
approximate Sasha Morgenthaler' s artistic vision. The doll's clothing go to the highest
bidder and - fully in the spirit of the artist - the proceeds go to ~harities for needy children
such as Unicef and Oxfam.
Alice Schelbert of Vogorno, Canton Ticino, Switzerland, who celebrates her seventyfifth birthday this June, is a member of the American group and has actively participated in
the event for the last three years. She had met Sasha Morgenthaler
in 1964 when the artist had a show at the Helmhaus in the city of Zurich
around the comer from where I was working. Instead of eating lunch, I went
there every day during my lunch hour, and since she was sometimes there at
the same time, I had the privilege of saying hello and shaking hands with her.
Sasha Morgenthaler spoke of how much she enjoyed working with dolls and
would explain, for example, the details of a dress that she liked especially or
how she had started making a particular animal. I will never forget her
wonderfully warm voice and her gentle kindness.
("Slide Show Script" )
In 1997 Alice Schelbert sent little Gregor as ambasador from Switzerland to the Sasha
Doll Festival whose clothing and accessories, all made with authentic materials, promptly
garnered the highest sum. In one picture Gregor is returning with some wheels of cheese
from the Alp, in another he pushes a wheelbarrow with a sack of grains.
The 1998 Sasha Doll Festival met in Cincinnati, Ohio, and had the appropriate theme
"River Boat Days". Since it was out of Cincinnati that the Swiss and German settlement of
Tell City, Indiana, had been founded down river in 1856 where a Frederick Steiner, "a
notable river man," also had a hotel, Alice Schelbert invented his daughter "Gertrud". She is
shown ready in her Sunday best to leave Cincinnati on the boat "Cincinnatus" for Tell City
to celebrate there Swiss Independence Day. She is dressed in authentic nineteenth century
finery made from materials of the period. Gertrude's clothing, too, received the highest bid
of any of the items presented at the auction.
This year's gathering of the Sasha Doll Festival has the theme "Traveling Arizona's
Highways." Since the Grand Canyon is one of the great wonders of the world, Alice
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Schelbert wanted to honor the memory of John PoweU, the first American to traverse the
Grand Canyon by boat in 1869. She therefore imagined the following entry - it is wholly
fictitious - from a non-existent Sasha Morgenthaler diary:
June 11, 1931:
Gregor cain.e down to the breakfast table and shouted excitedly: "Mom, I had
a dream!" "Oh no!" I answered worriedly, not a nightmare again?!" "No,
no, mom: I was in the Grand Canyon, with John W. Powell, on his boat going
through the huge gorge! You know, yesterday the teacher told us all about
Powell's trip in 1869 and then showed us pictures of the Canyon." "But did
you have proper things to wear?" "Oh yes, I had a complete outfit," the boy
sputtered, "and pots and pans, and all the stuff you need, even a tripod!"
"You lucky boy," I answered, "maybe some day we will all travel Arizona's
highways!"
Gregor's outfit consists of the following handmade cloth-items:
Brown knee-length pants
Brown jacket with long arms, and brown hat
Olive green jacket with four pockets, gray underpants
Brown stockings and gray underpants
Brown-gray-green shirt
Pair of knee-high boots with front laces
He has also the following miniature accessories:
Rolled-up camel hair blanket
Map of Grand Canyon National Park
Compass, altimeter, and a magnifying glass
Swiss pocketknife
Tripod that can be disassembled
Cooking pot and ladle, worn
Waterbottle covered in leather.
Thus Gregor seems to have a quite appropriate outfit for his great dreamed about
adventure in the Grand Canyon! It remains to be seen how the Sasha Doll Festival participants
will judge his outfit's quality. He is certainly a beautiful example of Sasha Morgenthaler's
creative sculpting as well as Alice Schelbert' s imaginative seamstress artistry.
Sources:

Dorisanne Osborn, 'Tue Sasha Morgenthaler Children's Fund Auction, Doll Collector's Price Guide
(Winter 1997): 10.
Puppenmuseum Biirengasse Zurich Sasha Morgenthaler (Zurich: &hen S. Morgenthaler, 1988), no
pagination, contains ''Der Lebenslauf'
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